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ABSTRACT

This paper deals with the characterization of the blade manufacturing geometric tolerances in order to get a given level of

amplification in the forced response of a mistuned bladed-disk. The theory is based on the use of a nonparametric probabilistic

model of blade random uncertainties. The dispersion parameters controlling the nonparametric model are estimated as a

function of the geometric tolerances. The industrial application is devoted to the mistuning analysis of a 22 blades wide chord

fan stage. Centrifugal stiffening due to rotational effects is also included. The results obtained validate the efficiency and the

reliability of the method on three dimensional bladed disks.

Keywords: Structural dynamics; Bladed-disk; Mistuning; Geometric tolerances; Random uncertainties; Inverse problem

INTRODUCTION

It is well known that the description of a bladed disk using its cyclic symmetry properties [1, 2] is not sufficient to predict

accurately its dynamic forced response. In such a mechanical system, there are random uncertainties on the geometrical

parameters, on the mechanical parameters related to the constitutive equations, on the boundary conditions, which are due to

the manufacturing process of the blade. The blade mistuning terminology is then introduced because the blades of a bladed

disk are slightly different from one to another one. Such a mistuning is not without consequence when analyzing the forced

response of the bladed disk. Indeed, it is observed that the vibratory energy of the mistuned bladed disk is localized inducing

large dynamic amplification factor [3, 4, 5]. Various researches have been carried out (see for instance [6, 7, 8, 9] for lumped

parameters models, [10, 11, 12, 13, 14] for reduced order models) in order to understand and to control this phenomenon.

This paper concerns a method which could be used for defining the specification of the blade manufacturing tolerances in

order to have a given amplification factor due to the mistuning in a probabilistic context.

An exact parametric probabilistic approach should consist in setting up experimental means in order to construct a com-

plete probabilistic model of all the parameters related to the random geometry of the blade. Then functions mapping the

domain of uncertain parameters into the mass, damping and stiffness finite element matrices should be constructed. Then,

efficient reduced order models [12, 14] should be used in order to analyze the forced response statistics of the bladed disk.

It should be noted that such a parametric probabilistic approach would require a large number of uncertain parameters to be

experimentally identified in particular for modeling the stochastic fields representing the geometrical random uncertainties.

In this paper, an alternative approach based on the use of the nonparametric probabilistic model of random uncertainties

developed for linear and nonlinear elastodynamics [15, 16, 17] is proposed. The theory concerning this inverse problem

related to the definition of the blade manufacturing tolerances has been previously developed and validated for a simple

numerical case [18]. Let us recall that the main steps of such an approach are based on  !" the construction of a mean reduced

matrix model for each blade because the probability model related to the nonparametric approach is implemented from

reduced matrices;  #" the construction of the probability model by using the maximum entropy principle under constraints

defined by the available information; three scalar parameters allowing the dispersion of the random mass, damping and

stiffness matrices to be controlled constitute the data input of the nonparametric approach;  $" the identification procedure

of these dispersion parameters with respect to the physical parameters which describe the random geometry of the blades.

The objective of this paper is the application of the theory previously developed to a realistic case consisting of an industrial

bladed disk.
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It should be noted that the mistuning is completely controlled by the probabilistic nonparametric model of the blade

uncertainties. This nonparametric model is itself completely controlled by two scalar dispersion parameters Æ and Æ!

related to the mass and the stiffness operators of the blades. The proposed estimator of these dispersion parameters with

respect to the blade geometry uncertainties is weakly sensitive to the choice of the probability model used for generating the

blade random geometry. Consequently, it is important to note that the probabilistic model of the blade random geometry is

not directly used for predicting the mistuning but only for estimating the dispersion parameters Æ and Æ! .

In a first part, a mean reduced matrix model both adapted to the nonparametric approach and to industrial numerical

computations is briefly recalled. The theoretical results concerning the inverse problem are then adapted to the industrial

bladed disk. Finally, the last section is devoted to a large finite element model of an industrial fan stage. A convergence

analysis is performed in order to verify the choice of the reduced model dimension required for the stochastic analysis.

Furthermore, a random geometry of the blade is defined in order to carry out the identification process of the dispersion

parameters. Then the probability distribution of the random dynamic magnification factor is calculated as a function of the

tolerance parameters.

MEAN REDUCED MATRIX MODEL

The structure considered is a three dimensional rotating fan stage modeled by a bladed disk with ! blades. The bladed disk

is rotating around a fixed axis with the constant velocity  and is submitted to external forces. The vibration analysis is

carried out in the rotating frame related to the reference configuration in the low-frequency band  . The centrifugal terms are

taken into account in the stiffness terms. Gyroscopic coupling due to rotating motion is not taken into account. All the blades

are different from one to another due to manufacturing tolerances. Although the level of uncertainty is homogeneous for the

blades, the random uncertainties are statistically independent from one to another blade. The construction of a mean reduced

matrix model for each blade is thus required in order to model the random uncertainties with the nonparametric probabilistic

approach. In this paper, the mean model of the structure is reduced by the substructuring method introduced by Benfield and

Hruda [19]. The efficiency of this method has been proved for mistuned industrial bladed disks [14, 20] where each blade

constitutes a branch component of the disk substructure. Each blade is reduced by using the Craig and Bampton method

[21]. A reduced model of the disk with loaded coupling interface is constructed by modal analysis. In order to connect the

substructures, the displacement of each blade on the coupling interface is projected on the disk modes by using the continuity

of displacements at the coupling interface. The matrix equation related to the mean finite element model of the bladed disk is

written as  
 " !!℄ # # " !"℄ # !#℄

!
u$"% & f$"% $ (1)

in which u$"% and f$"% are the $" vectors of the degrees of freedom and of the external loads and where !!℄, !"℄ and !#℄

are the mean finite element mass, damping and stiffness matrices of the bladed-disk which are positive-definite matrices. The

projection basis resulting from the substructuring method is written with the following block decomposition as"
###$
u#$ $"%

u!$"%

u%$ $"%

%
&&&' & !% ℄

"
$q#$"%
q%$"%

%
' $ !% ℄ &

"
###$

!'#&$ ℄ !%℄

!'#&! ℄ !%℄

!&%℄ !'#&! ℄ !'%℄

%
&&&' ' (2)
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In Eq. (2), u ! , u and u"! are the  
# 
! ,  $ # and  $ #! vectors of the   ! internal degrees of freedom of the disk, of the

!   coupling interface degrees of freedom and of the !  ! internal degrees of freedom of the blades. The vectors q  and

q" are the  $ and the  $" vectors of the generalized coordinates of the disk and of the blades. The block decompositions

of matrices  ""℄ and  ""℄ with respect to the blades are constituted of matrices  " "
%& ℄ #  "% ℄ Æ%& and  ""

%& ℄ #  "% ℄ Æ%& where

subscript $% is related to blade $ and blade %. Matrix  "% ℄ is a matrix in !#!'#"$"% whose columns are the eigenvectors related

to the  " first eigenvalues of each blade with fixed coupling interface. The matrix  " % ℄ is a matrix in !#!'# $"% representing

the static boundary functions. The matrices  " '
! ℄ and  " '

 ℄ correspond to the block decomposition of matrix  " ' ℄ with

respect to the internal degrees of freedom and the coupling interface degrees of freedom of the disk. This matrix  " ' ℄ is

the matrix in !$ # !# ! '$ 
$"% whose columns are the eigenvectors of the disk loaded at its coupling interface with mass and

stiffness terms issued from the static condensation of the blades. The integer!  is such that! # !   , in which   is the

number of loaded disk modes related to the   first eigenvalues of the disk for a given circumferential wave number. It should

be noted that such a load allows the disk modes to constitute a good approximation of the global modes of the structure. Such

modes can be calculated by using the cyclic properties of the disk [1, 2]. Using (1) and (2) yields the mean reduced matrix

equation

 #red$&%℄

 
!q $&%

q"$&%

"
# #  ' ℄) f$&% ( (3)

in which  #red$&%℄ #  &"  !red℄ & ) &  $red℄ &  %red℄ is the mean reduced dynamic stiffness matrix of the bladed disk such

that, for & representing!($ or %,

 &red℄ #  ' ℄)  &℄  '℄ (  &red℄ ! !
!
$"!$ 

$"% * (4)

Introducing the block decomposition associated with Eq. (3) yields

 #red$&%℄ #

 
!  " $&%℄  +$&%℄

 +$&%℄)  ""$&%℄

"
# ( (5)

in which  " $&%℄ is the generalized dynamic stiffness matrix of the disk constructedwith eigenvectorsmatrix  " ' ℄ andwhere

the block $% of  ""$&%℄ is such that  ""$&%%& ℄ #  "%$&%℄ Æ%& in which  "%$&%℄ #  &" #% ℄ & ) & $% ℄ &  %% ℄ defines the

generalized dynamic stiffness matrix of each blade with fixed coupling interface and constructed with eigenvectors matrix

 "% ℄.

MISTUNING ANALYSIS OF THE BLADED DISK WITH RANDOM UNCER-

TAINTIES

A nonparametric probabilistic approach is used for modeling random uncertainties in each blade. Such a probabilistic ap-

proach consists in constructing a probability model on the reduced matrices of each blade. This probability model is derived

from the maximization of the statistical entropy under constraints defined by the available information. The basis of this

theory has been completely developed in linear elastodynamics for the low-frequency range [15, 16] and for the medium-

frequency range [22]. Furthermore, it has been extended and validated for modeling non homogeneous random uncertainties

[23] and for modeling homogeneous statistical independent random uncertainties for blade mistuning problematic [24, 25].
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Nonparametric probabilistic model of random uncertainties

Below, bold letters are related to deterministic vectors and bold capital letters are related to random vectors. Capital letters

between brackets mean deterministic matrices and bold capital letters between brackets mean random matrices. Since the

blade is reduced by using the Craig and Bampton method, it can be shown that the reduced matrix equation of tuned blade  

with free coupling interface is written as 
!    !!"℄  " 

!!!"℄

 " 
!!!"℄"  " 

 !!"℄

"
#
 
!q !!"

u
 
 !!"

"
# $  

 !!" # (6)

in which for blade  , u
 
 and q

 are the vectors of the coupling interface degrees of freedom and of the generalized coordinates.

Matrix block    !!"℄ corresponds to the dynamic part of the mean reduced matrix model for blade  with fixed coupling

interface. For each blade, it is assumed that random uncertainties mainly affect the dynamics of the blade with fixed coupling

interface [18]. Consequently, the nonparametric probabilistic approach is implemented with respect to the matrix    !!"℄.

The nonparametric model of random uncertainties is then written as

U!!" $  $ ℄

 
!Q#!!"

Q$!!"

"
# # (7)

in whichQ# is the  % -valued vector of the random generalized coordinates of the disk and whereQ $ $ !Q!# % % % #Q% "" is

the  %!-valued vector of the random generalized coordinates of the blades. Random vector !Q # # Q$" is the solution of the

random reduced matrix equation  
!   #!!"℄  "!!"℄

 "!!"℄"  !$!!"℄

"
#
 
!Q#!!"

Q$!!"

"
# $  $ ℄" f!!" # (8)

in which the block  & of  !$!!"℄ is such that  !$!!" ' ℄ $  ! !!"℄ Æ ' and where  ! !!"℄ is the random reduced dynamic

stiffness matrix of blade  defined by  ! !!"℄ $ !!#  " ℄ % ( !  # ℄ %  $ ℄. The available information for random

matrices  " ℄,  # ℄ and  $ ℄ is

"# " ℄$ $  % ℄ # "# # ℄$ $  & ℄ # "# $ ℄$ $  ' ℄ # (9)

 " ℄ #  # ℄ #  $ ℄ are !$("!""-valued random matrices # (10)

"#(( " ℄ "((#) $ ) %) # "#(( # ℄ "((#) $ ) %) #

"#(( $ ℄ "((#) $ ) %) # (11)

in which " is the mathematical expectation and where (( "℄(() denotes the Frobenius norm of matrix  "℄. The use of the

maximum entropy principle with the constraints defined by this available information allows the probability distribution of

each random matrix to be constructed and it can be proved that  "  ℄#  # ℄,  $ ℄,  * #&# % % % # * ! '$ are independent

random variables. It should be noted that these constraints allow the random response U!!" to be a second-order random

vector. All the details concerning the construction of this probability model can be found in [15, 16].

Identification of the dispersion parameters of the nonparametric approach with respect to the

tolerance

For each blade  , the probability distribution of each randommatrix depends only on dimension+ * and on a positive parameter

Æ called the dispersion parameter. Consequently, for a given blade  , there are three positive numbers Æ  
+ , Æ , and Æ - which
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are the dispersion parameters controlling the dispersion level of the three independent randommatrices    ℄,  ! ℄ and  " ℄.

The use of these dispersion parameters as parameters of the probability distribution of the random matrices is explained

in [16]. It should be noted that the probability distribution of each random matrix is a strongly nonlinear function of its

dispersion parameter. Since we are interested in studying the effects of mistuning due to blade manufacturing tolerances, the

dispersion parameters have to be quantified with respect to the tolerances specifications. Such an identification is achieved

in constructing a random geometry of the blade which respects the tolerances specifications. The random geometry model

allows the random mass matrix  Mpara! ℄ and the random stiffness matrix  Kpara! ℄ to be constructed for blade  . It can be

shown [18] that dispersion parameters Æ
 
" and Æ

 
# can be identified by the equation

Æ " "

 
"

tol! 
" ##$ $ %&

tr#   ℄ & $ tr#   ℄& 
$ (12)

Æ
 
# "

 
"

tol! 
# ##$ $ %&

tr# ! ℄ & $ tr# ! ℄& 
$ (13)

in which tr denotes the trace and where"
tol! 
" and"

tol! 
# are defined by

"
tol! 
" " "#$$ ' ℄%  Mpara! ℄  ' ℄%    ℄$$ & & $ (14)

"
tol! 
# " "#$$ ' ℄%  Kpara! ℄  ' ℄%  ! ℄$$ & & % (15)

It should be noted that Eqs. (12) and (14) (or Eqs. (13) and (15)) do not assume that the mean value of random mass matrix

 Mpara! ℄ (or random stiffness matrix  Kpara! ℄) is equal to the corresponding matrix of the nominal model. Consequently, the

calculation of the dispersion parameters includes the bias between the mean value and the nominal value. This assumption

corresponds to the reality: there are no reasons for which the mean value over a set of several blades manufactured with a

given specification of tolerances coincides with the nominal blade used for the mean model and used for the manufacturing

(mainly because the stiffness and the mass matrix do not linearly depend on the geometry). The Monte-Carlo numerical

simulation is used for computing Æ
 
" and Æ

 
# . Once the dispersion parameters are identified, the stochastic equation defined

by Eq. (8) is solved with the Monte-Carlo numerical simulation.

Random dynamic magnification factor

Let  & ℄ be the mean finite element stiffness matrix of blade  . The elastic energy of blade  related to the mean dynamical

system is written as ' #(& " !
 u

 #(&  & ℄ u #(&, in which u is the vector of the degrees of freedom related to tuned blade

 . Due to the cyclic symmetry, we have '"#(& " % % % " ''!!#(& denoted as '#(&. The similar quantity related to the

stochastic dynamic system is defined as E #(& " !
 U

 #(&  & ℄U #(&, in which U is the random vector of the degrees of

freedom related to mistuned blade  . For ( fixed in  , the random dynamic analysis is carried out by introducing the random

dynamic magnification factor B#(& defined with respect to the elastic energy by

B#(& " ()*
 #"!(((!'!!

 
E #(&

'"
$ '" " ()*

)# 
  !! " (16)

Moreover, the random dynamic magnification factor over frequency band  is defined by

# " #$%
 ! 

B !! " (17)

We are interested in estimating the probability density function $  ! %!  $! and the probability " # & $ !, in which

$ is a given amplification level. A convergence analysis with respect to parameters ' " and '# allowing the reduction of the
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model to be controlled is then carried out. The stochastic convergence analysis is limited to the second-order convergence of

  because it implies the convergence in law. We then introduce the mapping  !  " !!!  ! """  """with """  """
 " #$  

 %.

This function """  """ is estimated by Conv !"" ! " !!! such that

Conv  !"" ! " !!! "
#

!"

#  
$!"

  
  #$! " (18)

in which #"" $ $ $ " ## denote the !" realizations of the Monte-Carlo numerical simulation.

APPLICATION TO AN INDUSTRIAL FAN STAGE

Description of the structure

The structure under consideration is a wide chord supersonic fan geometry called SGC1. The fan has $$ blades. The finite

element model of the bladed disk is shown in Fig. 1. It is constructed with %#&#$ solid elements and is constituted of

! " '(% &#' degrees of freedom. Each sector contains &#%% nodes which corresponds to $$)'( degrees of freedom. The

structure is also characterized by the following parameters ! $ " #* #)(, !# " '#' and ! $ " *+%*. The structure is in

rotation around its revolution axis with a constant velocity , " '-++ %&'. Since the dynamic analysis is carried out in the

rotating frame of the structure, the rigid-body motion due to the rotation of the structure corresponds to a fixed boundary

condition at the inner radius of the structure. The bladed disk is made of titanium. The finite element matrices which include

the prestresses due to the rotational motion are generated for one sector. The cyclic symmetry is used in order to construct

the mean reduced matrices described in Eq. (5) and allows the generalized eigenvalue problem related to the tuned bladed

disk to be solved. Figure 2 displays the eigenfrequencies of the tuned bladed disk with respect to the circumferential wave

number. In this work, we are interested in studying the mistuned forced response in a low-frequency band of analysis defined

by  " .')- " ---℄() with a third engine order excitation. A damping model is added to the bladed disk which corresponds

to a hysteretic model with a mean loss factor * " +$++$.

Stochastic convergence analysis for the random reduced model

For Æ
%
& " Æ

%
' " + and Æ

%
( " +$+-, Figs 3 and 4 are relative to the convergence analysis of """  """ with respect to

parameters ! and !) allowing the dimension of the random reduced matrix model to be controlled and with respect to the

number !" of realizations of the Monte-Carlo numerical simulation. Figure % displays the graph ! "  ! Conv  !"" ! " !!!

for ! " #+ and !! " $+. A reasonable convergence is obtained for !" " %++. For !" " %++, Figure 4 shows the graph

!!  ! Conv  %++" ! " !!! for ! " #+ (black solid line), for ! " ( (gray solid line), for ! " - (black dashed-dotted

line), for ! " ' (gray dashed-dotted line), for ! " % (black dotted line) and for ! " $ (gray dotted line). It can be

deduced that ! " ( and !! " ( constitute the optimal values of the ! and of the !! parameters for the mistuning analysis

of this industrial fan. It should be noted that such a reduction allows the dimension of the stochastic finite element model to

be reduced of a factor around #-++.

Identification of the dispersion parameters

It results from the manufacturing process of a blade that all manufactured blades are different from one to another one and

from the nominal blade. The tolerances which characterize the authorized fluctuations of the blade geometry are defined from
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its nominal geometry. In the context of the blade manufacturing, the tolerances are specified for different sections at a given

height from the base of the blade. Let   !  ! and  " be three section profiles defined in Fig. 5. For "  !! "! #, the parameters

considered in this paper are the length # of the chord and an angular torsion $ which allows the shape of the trailing edge

to be controlled (see Figure 6). A random blade geometry has to be constructed in order to identify the dispersion parameters

of the nonparametric model of random uncertainties. Such a random geometry has to be representative of a manufactured

blade. It means that the random geometry has to respect the constraints due to tolerances specifications and has to have a

certain regularity of shape from one section to another one. Let x be the vector in  " #! $! % related to the coordinates of

the nodes belonging to the nominal mesh of the blade. Let then x be the vector in  "#! $! % related to the coordinates of the

nodes belonging to the mesh of the manufactured blade. In the probabilistic context of tolerancing, we then model x by the

 
"#! $! %-valued random variable X. The random fluctuation of the geometry is generated by the following model

X  x  
 
" !

%"  " ! (19)

in which " "! & # !$ is a vector basis chosen as a subset ! of the set of the eigenmodes of the nominal blade with fixed

coupling interface and where %" ! & # ! are independent random variables with a uniform distribution. Figure 7 shows several

section profiles for one realization of the random blade geometry with an amplification coefficient equal to "$ (gray filled

thin line) and for the nominal blade (thick line). It should be noted that the construction of such a probabilistic model of the

geometry remains arbitrary and does not constitute a model corresponding to a given manufacturing process. Nevertheless,

this model is not directly used to carry out a direct mistuning analysis. It is important to note that the random dynamic

magnification factor is strongly sensitive to the choice of the probability model which is constructed with the nonparametric

approach and consequently does not directly depend on the probabilistic model of the geometry: this nonparametric model

depends only on the dispersion parameters. The probabilistic model of the geometry allows these dispersion parameters to be

constructed as a function of the tolerances. An error on this function induces an error on the value of the dispersion parameters

for a given tolerance but does not yield an error on the mistuning analysis for a given value of the dispersion parameters.

Let ' # "!! ( ( ( ! )" % )&$ be a node of the mesh of the blade. The block decomposition of vectors x and x with respect

to a node ' of the mesh is denoted as x# and x# which are vectors in  
". Let ) be the node related to the trailing edge of

  ! " # "!! "! #$. The tolerance specifications allows parameter # (or parameter $ ) to be bounded between #min$ and

#max$ (or between $min$ and $max$ ). The coordinates of node ) are then bounded such that

%x!!
 x!!

% & &c ! '" # "!! "! #$ ! (20)

in which&c is the vector in  
" related to the bounds of x!!

induced by the tolerance specifications characterized by #min$ ,

$min$ , #max$ and $max$ . The random mesh of the blade is modeled by assuming that all the nodes of the mesh are allowed

to fluctuate with respect to the nominal mesh. The probability distributions ' % 
'*"( of uniform random variables % " ! & # !

are then estimated by the Monte-Carlo numerical simulation with an optimization procedure. Let +  ! ( ( ( ! +!"
be the )&

realizations used by the Monte-Carlo numerical simulation. We have then to find ' & # !, the probability distribution ' % 
'*"(

of uniform random variable % " such that '' # "!! ( ( ( ! )" % )&$ and ', # "!! ( ( ( ! )&$

%
 
" !

%"'+'( "$#% & )*+
  ! $!$""

'&c ( ! (21)

in which  "$# is the restriction of vector  " on the degrees of freedom of node ' and where % "'+'( is the realization number ,

of random variable %". It follows that this random geometry model is in agreement with the tolerance specifications described
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in Eq. (20). The implementation of this strategy is carried out by using the Monte-Carlo numerical simulation with an

heterodyne strategy for computing the random variables in order to accelerate the stochastic convergence.

Let us introduce  !min ! and  !max ! such that  !min !  !!   !min ! and  !max !  !max !  !!  in which, for

section "!, the parameter !!  is the length of the chord related to the nominal blade. In the numerical application, we have

 !min !  # # #   !min " denoted as  !min,  !max !  # # #   !max " denoted as  !max, $min !  # # #  $min " denoted

as $min and $max !  # # #  $max " denoted as $max. We introduce then Figure 8 and 9 are related to the convergence with

respect to the number %" of realizations and display the graphs %" !" !Æ#"%"# and %" !" !Æ$ "%"# in which !Æ#"%"# and

!Æ$ "%"# are the statistical estimators of Eq. (12,13) for  !min   $#%%'',  !max  $#&%'', $max   $min  $#%%

degrees. A reasonable convergence is obtained for % "  '%$. It is then deduced that the dispersion parameters corresponding

to the values of the tolerances parameters are such that Æ#  $#$(% and Æ$  (# )$ #.

Probabilistic analysis of the blade mistuning due to geometric uncertainties.

In this Section, the random mistuning analysis is carried out for the complete bladed disk. In this application, it is assumed

that the random uncertainties are homogeneous from one blade to another one yielding Æ
%
$  Æ$ , Æ

%
&  Æ& and Æ

%
#  

Æ# , for all ( $ %$) # # # ) *  )&. The mass and the stiffness dispersion parameters induced by the random geometry of

the blade are then deduced from the identification procedure above. Such an identification methodology does not include

damping uncertainty. Therein, it will be assumed that the damping dispersion parameter Æ & is $. The Monte-Carlo numerical

simulation is performed with %"  )%$$ realizations.

Figure 10 shows the probability density function + !" ,' "+# in the case of the blade mistuning is only due to the

variation of the chord length related to each blade profile. With  !min   $#%%'' and  !max  $#&%'' and

$max  $min  $, it is found that the corresponding dispersion parameters are very close to $ and do not yield signifi-

cant amplification with respect to the tuned case.

A sensitivity analysis with respect to the tolerances related to the blade torsion angle is then considered. The level of

uncertainty related to the blade chord uncertainty is given by  !min   $#%%'' and  !max  $#&%''. Figure 11 and

figure 12 display the probability density function + !" ,' "+# for $max   $min  $#(% and $max   $min  $#%%

which correspondwith the following dispersion parameters Æ$  '#)$ #, Æ#  $#$)% and Æ$  (#)$ #, Æ#  $#$(%

respectively.

It shows that there exist configurations of the random geometry which yield amplification factors upper than )#*. Further-

more, the probability distribution of the amplification factor is very sensitive with respect to $ max which allows the variability

related to the twist of the blade to be controlled. It should be noted that due to random tolerances, the amount of uncertainty

is mainly distributed on the stiffness because the value of the mass dispersion parameter is less than )$$$ times the stiffness

dispersion parameter.

Figure 13 displays the graphs $max !" '"-! . +!# for several values of +!  )#' (black solid line), +!  )#( (gray

solid line), +!  )#+ (black dashed-dotted line), +!  )#% (gray dashed-dotted line), +!  )#* (black dotted line) and

+!  )#& (gray dotted line). As it was seen on a simple numerical example [18], this kind of graph has a maximum which

allows two types of specifications to be considered. One of this specification consists in defining tolerances of the blade with

high precision, whereas the other one consists in intentionally mistuning the blade. For $ max  $#%% degrees, it can be seen

that '"-! . )#*#  $#)%,(, '"-! . )#%#  $#('&( and '"-! . )#+#  $#%,((. In addition, the confidence region
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defined by     ! !""# ! $"! is obtained for parameter #max $ $"%& degrees or #max ! !"$% degrees.

CONCLUSIONS

This paper deals with the specification of the blade geometrical tolerances for mistuned bladed disks by using a nonparametric

probabilistic approach. The theory which has been previously developed for a simple numerical example is applied to an

industrial bladed disk. First, a mean reduced model of the bladed disk is constructed with a ”branch mode” substructuring

method. This model is adapted for implementing the nonparametric methodology for each uncertain substructure. Mistuning

is then introduced by using a nonparametric probabilistic approach. It should be noted that such a probabilistic model allows

the random matrices to be positive definite which is coherent with the linear structural dynamic theory. Furthermore, the

nonparametric approach allows both blade eigenfrequencies and blade eigenvectors to be represented with coherence. For

each blade, the quantification of these uncertainties is described by three scalar parameters which allow the global dispersion

of mass, damping and stiffness random matrices to be controlled. In this paper, we are interested by solving the inverse

problem which consists in characterizing the geometrical tolerances for a given confidence region of the random dynamic

magnification factor over a narrow-frequency band of analysis. Such a method requires to relate the dispersion parameters

of the nonparametric probabilistic approach to the tolerance parameters of the blades. It should be noted that if the random

dynamic magnification factor of the mistuned bladed disk is strongly sensitive to the nonparametric probability model of

random uncertainties, then it is weakly sensitive to the probability model for the random geometry which is only used to

estimate the dispersion parameters of the nonparametric model as a function of the tolerance parameters. This is the reason

why an arbitrary coherent probability model of the blade random geometry can be chosen. Once the dispersion parameters

are quantified, the probability levels concerning the random dynamic magnification factor are then characterized with respect

to the specified tolerances. This paper proposes a methodology allowing the dynamic amplification induced by mistuning

to be fixed. Finally, the proposed method based on the use of the nonparametric approach could be extended to the case of

correlated random uncertainties between blades.
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NOMENCLATURE

 Number of degrees of freedom of the bladed disk

! Number of blades

  Number of generalized coordinates for a blade

 ! Number of disk modes per circumferential

wave number

 !
" Number of internal degrees of freedom of the disk

 " Number of internal degrees of freedom of a blade

  Number of degrees of freedom on the coupling interface

of the blade

! Number of generalized coordinates for the

blades equal to    !

!! Number of generalized coordinates for the disk

equal to  !  !

 "℄# Transpose of matrix  "℄

 "℄ Transconjuguate of matrix  "℄

tr "℄ Trace of matrix  "℄

!! "℄!!$ Frobenius norm of matrix  "℄ such that

!! "℄!!$ " tr# "℄ "℄# $!%"

" Mathematical expectation

### $ %$ Probability that random variable# be greater

than a given level %

 &'(#!$ Set of all the   & real matrices

 &#!$ Set of all the    real matrices

 
#
& #!$ Set of all the positive-definite symmetric    

real matrices

Æ") Kronecker symbol such that Æ") " % if ( " ) and

Æ") " & if ( $" )

" Frequency band of analysis

' Rotation velocity
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Figure 1:

Figure  

Fig.   Finite element mesh for the 22 blades fan stage.
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Figure 2:

Figure  

Fig.   Graph of the eigenfrequencies with respect to the circumferential wave number for the tuned structure.
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Fig.   Graph of function !  ! Conv !! " !!" !"" related to the stochastic dynamic equation with Æ
#
$ # Æ

#
% # $ and

Æ#& # $ $% and for !! # &$ and !" # '$.
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Figure  

Fig.   Graph of function !  ! Conv !"##" !!" ! $ for !! % &# (black solid line), for !! % ' (gray solid line), for

!! % ( (black dashed-dotted line), for !! %  (gray dashed-dotted line), for !! % " (black dotted line) and for !! % )

(gray dotted line), related to the stochastic dynamic equation with Æ
"
# % Æ

"
$ % # and Æ

"
% % # #(
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Figure 5:

Figure  

Fig.   Mesh of the nominal blade and definition of three section profiles.
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Figure 6:

Figure  

Fig.   Geometrical parameters of the tolerances: section ! of the nominal blade (thick dashed-line) and of the manu-

factured blade (thick solid line). Location of the trailing edge (gray filled zone) with respect to the tolerances specifications.
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Figure 7:

Figure  

Fig.   Section profiles for a realization of the manufactured blade with a zoom 20 x (gray filled thin line) and for the

nominal blade (thick line)
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Figure 8:

Figure  

Fig.   Convergence with respect to the number ! of realizations: graph of function !  ! !Æ!"! # for #$min $

"% &&%%& #$max $ % '&%%& 'max $ "'min $ % && degrees.
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Figure 9:

Figure  

Fig.   Convergence with respect to the number ! of realizations: graph of function !  ! !Æ! "! # for #$min $

"% &&%%& #$max $ % '&%%& 'max $ "'min $ % && degrees.
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Figure 10:

Figure  !

Fig.  ! Graph of the probability density function !  ! "  "!# for #$min $ "! %%%% and #$max $ ! &%%%,

&max $ "&min $ ! degree.
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Figure 11:

Figure   

Fig.    Graph of the probability density function !  ! "  !!" for #$min # "$ %%%% and #$max # $ &%%%,

&max # "&min # $ '% degree.
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Figure 12:

Figure  !

Fig.  ! Graph of the probability density function !  ! "  "!# for #$min $ "% &&%% and #$max $ % '&%%,

&max $ "&min $ % && degree.
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Figure 13:

Figure  !

Fig.  ! Graph of !max  ! """ # $ # for several values of $ $   % (black solid line), $ $   ! (gray solid line),

$ $   & (black dashed-dotted line), $ $   ' (gray dashed-dotted line), $ $   ( (black dotted line) and $ $   )

(gray dotted line).
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